
CASE STUDY

Religious vestments, Italy

The idea began with a request from Padre Economo, who is an 
existing Munters customer, who uses two MLT800s for climate control 
in his library. He recently asked Munters to help him dry cassocks for 
the 100 brothers of the Italian Catholic church. 
 Their vestments are ceremonial garments worn during religious 
functions. The cassocks need to be handled with care because of 
their delicate nature, so Padre Economo turned to Munters to find a 
solution.

Gentle and energy efficient drying
After surveying the room that would be used for the dryer, Munters provided 
an economic appraisal of the required investment and energy running costs. A 
Munterś  MLT30 was chosen since initial investment and running costs of this 
Munterś  dehumidifier are lower than traditional systems in terms initial purchase 
costs, as well as energy costs.

Hallelujah – 
Munters saves 
time and energy
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Easy to use and 
quick to dry

Case study
• Munterś  dehumidifier helps Italian Catholic church

Advantages:
• Faster drying time

• Economical

• Lower energy running costs

• Energy efficiency with integrated heat recovery

• Advance heat control with diagnostic indication

• Easy to install

The Munterś  dehumidifier works with a simple power switch, which is easy for staff 
to use. It produces warm and dry air creating a real drying room for the clothes. The 
average drying time, with the maximum quantity of cassocks, is just 15 minutes. 

Thanks to the Munterś  dehumidifier the priesthood can change their wardrobe of 
sacerdotal garments quickly and without any damage!

Would you like to find out if Munters has a solution for your company too? If so, please visit our 
website, www.munters.com

Munters reserves the right to make alterations to specifications, quantities, etc., for production or other reasons, subsequent to publication. 
© Munters AB, 2021

A Munterś  MLT30.


